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h i g h l i g h t s

• Cognitive agent (CA) is put forward in this article to realize cognition function on mobile edge computing (MEC) in smart devices aiming at fifth
generation of the mobile communication system. In detail, CA is used to build personalized model of users’ behavior data.
• The prediction model of users’ behavior trajectory and application based on the aware ability of CA, show the cognition of agent. Based on the

predicting result, the caching strategy and cache business are generated to shorten the delay of task execution.
• To verify the effectiveness of CA, a model is formulated about resource caching and collaboration including hit rate and delay of task execution.
• Simulation experiments are performed to prove that CA can well recognize and help terminal equipment execute resource caching and collaboration

and the quality of experience and service are improved.
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a b s t r a c t

The service of mobile network develops rapidly nowadays, which generates various computing and
resource-intensive applications, such as Internet of vehicles and virtual reality. Mobile edge computing
(MEC) is close to data source and users, so terminals can execute tasks at the edge of network. In this
way, the heavy load on core network can be relieved and tasks can be executed effectively. However,
the demands of users vary from each other and users move all the time. It is difficult for the existing
way of service supply to meet demands of all users. Cognitive Agent (CA) is put forward in this paper
to help users cache and execute tasks on MEC in advance. In detail, CA is used to build personalized
model combined with users’ behavior data. At the same time, it uses Long short-term memory neural
network to forecast the moving trajectory of terminal equipment and the service types to be requested,
uses the prediction result to generate caching strategy, cache business and shorten the delay of task
execution. Besides, to further reduce the stress on MEC, we propose the collaboration of computing,
communicating and caching resource with neighboring users’ equipment. To verify the effectiveness
of CA, we build a model that assesses the performance of the system. Finally, we design a simulation
experiment to execute resource request and resource collaboration. The result of the experiments
show that CA can improve the efficiency of communication network, relieve the stress on network
and improve the quality of services to users.
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1. Introduction

At present, emerging information services and applications
increase rapidly with the development of wireless communica-
tion and Internet of Things (IoT) [1,2]. More and more intelligent
devices, such as wearable devices, remote medical system and
virtual/augmented reality (VR/AR), need advanced communica-
tion technology and computing ability to guarantee ultra-reliable
low-latency communication (URLLC), which is a great challenges
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for network suppliers [3,4]. Besides, wireless access device in
large quantity outputs massive quantity of data all the time [5].
The reasonable use of valuable information is greatly significant
for improving the quality of services supplied to users [6].

Mobile edge computing (MEC) supplies infrastructures of com-
munication, computing and caching at the network edge that
is close to data source or users [7]. It offers cloud services and
information technology environment for edge applications and
supplies high-quality communication services to users [8–13].
The advantages of the emerging service model MEC can be sum-
marized below: (i). Due to be close to users or data source,
some problems can be solved, such as long delay and heavy
data traffic. It well supports the real-time and bandwidth-dense
Internet of Things facilities, especially for the emotion-aware
multimedia systems [14–16]. Taking unmanned driving for ex-
ample, automobile needs to calculate running speed and the
distance from others and sense surroundings in real time. Data
transmission with short delay can effectively decrease the prob-
ability of traffic accidents. (ii). MEC deploys resources based on
edge network caching technology, which decreases the enormous
waste of resource while transmitting the same content repeatedly
on the internet [17,18]. At the same time, the delay of transmis-
sion can be largely shortened. Based on content popularity, ultra
high definition video can be cached and asynchronous content
multiplexing can be realized [19].

A collaborative caching architecture based on edge caching
is put forward in [20]. MEC resource is used to improve edge
caching ability. In result, it can minimize delay of content access-
ing and increase the rate of using caching resources. Luo et al.
consider the energy consumption, backhaul capacity and content
popularity distribution of MEC server and a joint optimization
framework is built to minimize the energy consumption of the
system and find the best caching position to achieve higher
energy efficiency [21]. In the above schemes, it is considered
to request data and project caching strategy for multi-users to
achieve better performance but demand of single user is ignored.
Personalized services cannot be supplied to them [22,23]. At net-
work edge, the resources requested by users are greatly different
because of the difference of context [24]. Context includes net-
work status, such as personal data of users and spatial–temporal
data. Zeng et al. put forward a heuristic intelligent caching algo-
rithm [25], where users’ behaviors are simulated to reflect their
different demands and on the basis of low cost, high caching hit
rate and stability can be realized. However, there is little resource
on edge cloud in general. The resources at edge are especially
scarce, which indicates it is impossible to store the personal
behavior model of all users on edge cloud. In other words, the
reference for caching content cannot be offered to edge cloud
in real time. Considering the problem,Ren et al. research the
cooperation between cloud computing and edge computing [26],
which cannot still solve the problem of scarce resources on edge
cloud [27,28]. As for some IoT devices, especially Internet of
Vehicles, they have high mobility, which means there are sev-
eral edge clouds within short time and even the switch among
clouds [29,30]. It greatly adds to the difficulty of getting users’
data and behavior models [31,32].

Agent is a computer program module that can sense con-
text, play functions sustainably and independently and cope with
the change of environment [33]. With interaction and initiative,
the module can work independently, which has been applied in
many fields [34]. Daniel et al. use the mobile algorithm based on
Agent [35]. Miniature unmanned aerial vehicle can carry sensing
device in severe high environment to achieve high-quality com-
munication at high coverage rate. Aiming at VANETs, Premkumar
et al. build cognitive agent and put forward a stable routing proto-
col to seek the most stable route of information transmission [36].

However, the Agent mentioned above has no cognition ability. It
cannot apply personalized data to generate optimal scheme for
users [37,38].

Based on the above discussions, this paper introduces cog-
nitive agent (CA) realizing cognition function on MEC in smart
devices aiming at the fifth generation of the mobile communica-
tion system (5G). Every smart device owning a CA can perceive
context, store the application data and communication data of IoT
devices and generate the behavior pattern of users’ device. At the
same time, it can serve users’ terminal, respond to the change of
network environment and business demand and enhance users’
quality of experience (QoE) and quality of service (QoS) [39]. To
sum up, the main contributions of this paper are listed below:

(1) It puts forward the idea that CA makes cognition ability
to users’ device and relieves the burden on MEC. Users’
personalized model is generated on the basis of users’
data. The storage and computing pressure on MEC can be
decreased. Besides, MEC can be further intelligentized.

(2) It puts forward the prediction model of users’ behavior
trajectory and application based on the sensory ability of
CA, showing the cognition of agent. In addition, MEC can
cache corresponding resources according to the prediction
result, which greatly increase the efficiency of caching.

(3) It improves the ability of resource collaboration among
users’ device based on the interaction of CA, which de-
crease the waste of resource. By applying the interaction
among different users’ device agents, the collaboration of
communication, computing and caching resources can be
realized in case of enough network resources.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the researches on agent and MEC. Section 3 presents
the framework of CA on edge cloud. Taking Internet of Vehicles
for example, design details are introduced. Section 4 builds pre-
diction model to realize high efficiency of caching and low energy
consumption of communication. Section 5 carries out relevant
experiments to prove the performance of CA. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the whole paper.

2. Related work

The prominent research questions of the article is to use CA
to predict users’ required services in position and time series.
This is for caching business on edge cloud and the collaboration
of communication, computing and caching resources among dif-
ferent users’ device. Related issues have also been elaborated in
recent studies [40].

Caching technology is a means that uses space to get more
time. The locality contributes to its effectiveness, including space
locality and time locality. Generally, research in two directions
can be involved in the research on caching, including what to
cache [41–45] and when to cache [46–48]. The edge content
caching is based on popularity. In detail, it can be divided to
be the caching based on model [42] and the caching based on
learning [43–45]. Abdallah Khreishah et al. [42] designed com-
plete multinomial time approximation algorithm to research the
caching of collaboration content among base stations, which min-
imized the total operating costs. Zhi Wang et al. [43] researched
the relevance between the video propagation mode in microblog
system and the video popularity on video sharing website. A
learning framework based on neural network is designed to pre-
dict the number of potential audiences and their geographical
distribution. S. Li et al. [44]introduced a caching replacement
method PopCaching. Cache hit ratio was greatly raised by means
of online popularity learning. Edge caching time strategy can
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Fig. 1. The framework of the cognitive agent paradigm.

be proactive caching [46] and adaptive caching [47,48]. Shen
et al. [46] used the stackelberg model in game theory and op-
erators stimulated caching based on the price of traffic in peak
period of business. Mobility of users was considered in [47] to
put forward adaptive caching strategy. Tanzil et al. [48] proposeed
an adaptive caching strategy with content sensing and cellular
network sensing. Based on the above and the historical data in CA,
a users’ application behavior model is built on edge cloud by ac-
tive learning. Then proactive caching and resource collaboration
is combined on the basis of users’ mobility trajectory.

Agent is an entity of cognition distributed in environment
for sensing environment, exchanging information and executing
decisions. The interaction of CA can be used to realize the col-
laboration and combination of communication, computing and
caching resources on different users’ devices in certain area. Xi-
aofei Wang et al. [39] designed edge AI framework to combine
deep reinforcement learning framework and associative learning
framework with mobile edge system and optimize the communi-
cation, computing and caching on mobile edge. M. Chen et al. [49]
put forward the new concept of computing task caching Edge-
CoCaCo namely the joint optimization of computing, caching and
communication on edge cloud. Yaping Sun et al. [50] introduced
a mobile VR delivery framework based on MEC and revealed the
balance among communication, computing and caching. Anselme
Ndikumana et al. [51] applied a block successive upper bound
minimization method to solve the problems among communica-
tion, computing, caching and control. This was to reach the goals
of minimizing delay and maximizing saving of bandwidth. The
research of them show the resource collaboration on MEC. In this
paper, CA can be applied to unite different device for interaction.
This is to decrease the consumption of communication, caching
and computing resources in communication network and realize
the network of URLLC.

Therefore, user personalization model built by CA is used
in this paper to predict users’ application use behaviors and
then cache relevant content on MEC. At the same time, the col-
laboration of communication, computing and caching resources
minimizes consumption of energy and stimulates the interaction
among different IoT device.

3. Proposed the cognitive agent paradigm and design issues

We introduce the agent paradigm in mobile edge computing
in this part. Taking the resource caching and collaboration in
Internet of Vehicles for example, it is expounded in detail that
CA helps MEC carry out content caching and the collaboration of
communication, computing and caching resources in Internet of
Vehicles.

3.1. The design of the cognitive agent paradigm

CA is a computer program module with cognition ability that
depends on terminal users’ device and helps users request re-
sources and interact resources. It is mainly responsible for users’
resource management on MEC. The paradigm framework of CA is
shown in Fig. 1.

This paper mainly focuses on the three layers of network. In
details, terminal users request the resources on MEC by wireless
network and MEC requests resources from upper core network
by base station. The unified database in core network contains
dynamic strategy data, semi-static user data and static network
data. Network controls strategy correspondingly based on the
data. MEC has some computing resources and caching resources.
At the same time, it controls resources (such as resource caching
and unloading) and manages communication resources. As for
terminal users, different device accesses wireless network, such
as the devices of IoT, intelligent manufacturing, Internet of Vehi-
cles and smart city which highly require delay and the services
which highly require computing performance, such as VR/AR,
remote medical system, gaming etc. To meet the expectation of
intelligent devices, CA supplies personalized model for users to
meet their requirement on URLLC. The four functional modules
of CA are introduced below:

• Knowledge Base (KB): It includes users’ personal historical
data and personalized model. Because the CA is for each
user device, different data is generated for different devices,
including application data and historical data in time and
space sequences, so each agent is responsible for record-
ing the data generated by its device and storing the user
personalized model obtained from the data. Besides, KB
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contains the application environment and network environ-
ment sensed by agent. KB is the basis of executing the other
three functional modules. Based on the information stored,
the status and use condition of the device can be known
well.
• Decision making and action executing: CA helps users re-

quest resources, execute caching strategy and synergize
with the resources of other agents. Caching strategy can
be made by predicting users’ behavior track and the use
of application contents in KB. By requesting the resources
on MEC at time and position nodes in advance, resources
can be cached and transmitted easily. At the same time,
if the resources requested by one device can be supplied
by the neighboring device, this module is responsible for
resource collaboration with other agents to complete the
transmission of resources.
• Data analysis and processing: Online learning and incremen-

tal learning are applied to the data collected to update the
information in KB. Incremental Learning refers to a learning
system that continually learns new knowledge from new
samples and preserves most of the knowledge that has been
learned before. CA can perceive the application environment
of device, communication environment and the resource
environment on MEC. These environmental information will
be offered to the module for data analysis and processing.
Users’ future request of resources in time and space series
can be predicted. Then it is transmitted to KB module to
guarantee decisions can be made and actions can be taken.
• Interactions among the agents: CA exchanges information

with the neighboring CAs for the resources collaboration.
When different users who are close to each other request
the same resources from MEC, network resources in large
quantity will be consumed. Therefore, devices may request
resources from the surrounding device directly to complete
transmission of resources, which decreases the transmission
delay on network and the computing of MEC. This mod-
ule is responsible for sharing and exchanging information
with neighboring agents and resources collaboration can be
completed in permitted range of distance.

The main modules of CA are introduced above. Taking Internet
of Vehicles for example, the functions of agent are described
aiming at resource caching and collaboration.

3.2. Single-agent assisted caching on MEC

Internet of Vehicles is a specific scenario of IoT, which cor-
responds to diversified services. Terminal users and applications
based on Vehicle to X(V2X) in large quantity exist in this scenario.
The communication between vehicle and vehicle, vehicle and
base station, base station and base station, vehicle and other ob-
jects can be realized by optimal channel access technologies [52].
As for Internet of Vehicles-oriented application scenario, LTE net-
work framework based on MEC can shorten end-to-end delay
of Uu mode by decreasing routing nodes of data transmission.
Besides, the character of MEC coverage can be used to deploy
services of Internet of Vehicles with geographical and regional
features. To further shorten users’ request delay and supply per-
sonalized services of Internet of Vehicles, content can be cached
on edge cloud in advance. When user requests content, the con-
tent requested can be got by the user directly if the content is
on edge cloud. This shortens the delay of requesting content,
relieves the pressure of core network and improves users’ QoE.
The caching execution assisted by single-agent on edge cloud is
in three stages introduced below.

• Online learning predicts caching content in time and space
series. Based on the historical trajectory data of vehicles in
KB of CA, the mobile model of users and service request
model in given timestamp and position can be got. When
vehicle moves, above model can be used to predict destina-
tion and route of the vehicle and the type of service to be
requested utilized for caching in advance.
• The initiation of a cache request. After predicting the busi-

nesses to be requested by vehicle, CA is responsible for
requesting business from the MEC of corresponding route.
This is to cache service in advance and shorten delay of
service. Besides, it is necessary to consider the switch of
vehicle among RSU at different running speed to guaranteed
to get resources from the nearest edge cloud.
• Incremental learning updates KB. The prediction of vehicles’

behavior and the actual status of vehicles will return to
KB. If the result of prediction is consistent with the actual
condition, positive sample can be offered for updating KB
model. On the contrary, it is negative sample. These con-
tribute to building better personalized model and greatly
improve users’ experience.

3.3. Multi-agent enabled resource collaboration on MEC

There are different ways of classification for Internet of Vehi-
cles in different perspectives. For example, its applications can
be divided to be information service application that focuses
on users’ experiencing, the automobile intelligence application
focusing on driving and intelligent transportation application fo-
cusing on collaboration. Information service application mainly
involves interactive experience of vehicle owner, including guid-
ance, entertainment and remote medical treatment. Automobile
intelligence application involves intelligent traffic lights, adap-
tive cruise enhancement and intelligent parking management.
Intelligent transportation application is based on wireless com-
munication and sensor detection technology supporting city brain
to treat the collaboration of city operation and governance in-
telligently [53]. Above applications need the great collaboration
among vehicles, roads and environment. While meeting users’
application need, system resources can be optimized at the same
time.

Multi-agents enabled resource collaboration aims at the scarce
capacity of user terminals and MEC which cannot meet demand
of resources. Therefore, the collaboration between MEC servers
and the computing, communication and resource caching of user
terminal is considered to meet business demand. In other words,
the terminal meets service request by computing, communica-
tion and caching. The purpose of resource collaboration is to
improve users’ quality of experience (QoE) and quality of service
(QoS) of network supplier. Delay of terminal and total consump-
tion of resource including computing energy consumption and
transmission energy consumption will be used to signify them.

In Internet of Vehicles, one vehicle shares and collaborates
resources when neighboring vehicle requests the same resources.
The resources can be communication resource, computing re-
source and caching resource. In the process of driving, users in
vehicle indulge themselves in experiencing game. Meanwhile, the
neighboring users are playing the game in the same scenario,
the resources of which have been cached on edge cloud. If the
collaboration of resources is not considered, MEC will transmit
the same data packet to the applications in Internet of Vehi-
cles respectively, which means to occupy certain bandwidth of
communication. In case of resource collaboration, CA will per-
ceive the same game application of two devices when sharing
and exchanging information and terminals could communicate
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Fig. 2. The operation mechanism of cognitive agent.

to each other. The users who have the resource can transmit
it to other users by D2D or other advanced cooperative com-
munication technologies like [54]. The computing resource at
MEC terminal is transformed to be the communication resource
of terminals. Besides, the similar resource collaboration can be
the transformation from communication resource to be caching
resource and the transformation from computing resource to
be caching resource. The cooperation among different terminals
will increase capacity of the whole system, shorten the delay of
transmission, decrease the consumption of energy resource and
greatly guarantee QoE and QoS.

4. Problem formulation and solution

CA is responsible for predicting users’ behaviors and making
caching strategy. At the same time, it interacts with other Agents
to complete the collaboration of resources. The target of caching
and resource collaboration will be expounded in this part. In
addition, the key technologies used for making caching strategy
will be described in detail.

4.1. Key problem and technology on caching

The first problem of caching on MEC is how to choose the
position of caching. After the agent predicts the trajectory of
users, the contents users will be employed can be cached on
the nearest cloud. As shown in Fig. 2, we firstly discuss how to
predict the track of users. There are many algorithms of pre-
diction, such as decision-making tree in traditional algorithm of
machine learning, support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) and linear regression. Data can be trained rapidly
and realized easily in the algorithms. However, these algorithms
are not suitable for predicting users’ moving tracks because of
their weak performance of capturing context information in time
series. Long short term memory (LSTM) algorithm is used in this
paper to predict users’ moving tracks. Users’ historical tracks are
signified to be H = {l0, l1, . . . , lj−1}. li is the position of user under
timestamp i. Si = {r1, r2, . . . , ru} is the type of service used in
position li. Our goal is to predict the K series of the next position
{lj, . . . , lj+k−1} and the service type {sj, . . . , sj+k−1} requested. The
simulated training process is divided into three stages. Firstly,
fully connected layer is responsible for treating the service type
in position series and corresponding position series. Each value
is mapped to be multidimensional eigenvector. Then the series
treated will be transmitted to the main treatment part of LSTM
model. It is a deep stacked LSTM neural network. The output se-
ries of the former layer will be the input of the next layer. Finally,
the fully connected layer is responsible for outputting predicted

position {̃lj, . . . ,̃ lj+k−1} and the service type {̃sj, . . . , s̃j+k−1} in the
position. Finally, mobility pattern of users and type of business
request are saved in KB. Then the future tracks and businesses can
be predicted on the basis of training parameters of network. With
the generation of new data, incremental learning can be used to
update model.

After predicting users’ moving tracks and business request
type, CA needs to request corresponding services from MEC in
corresponding position. The goal of prediction is to raise the hit
rate of caching. The success rate of caching is defined below:

xsi,j =
{
1 Hit
0 Not hit

(1)

where xsi,j is the caching hit value of user j to business s under the
timestamp i. It will equal 1 if successful. Otherwise, it will equal
0.

Therefore, we can get the caching hit rate of user j under the
timestamp i:

HitRate =

∑p
j=1 xi,j

sum_services
× 100% (2)

where sum_services is the total business request of user j under
the timestamp i.

After predicting the moving track of users’ devices and the ser-
vices to be requested, we will use the caching strategy assisted by
Q-learning. Q-learning is value-based algorithm in reinforcement
learning algorithm. Q(s, a) is the expectation from taking action in
the state of certain moment. Then CA will get the corresponding
return according to feedback of action. In the process of updating
and iteration, the actions for getting the maximum earnings can
be got according to Q value. In other words, it is to maximize
hit rate and minimize execution delay. In Fig. 2, deep Q-Learning
network is used and it contains five parts. Environment means
the KB in CA, where all data can be got. Deep neural network
is responsible for generating caching strategy. There are three
sources of data for training neural network including Knowledge
Base, Replay Memory and the prediction of LSTM. Loss function
adjusts parameters of network by back-propagating. The pre-
dicted values of neural network are put in Policy to generate
corresponding action and updated in Replay Memory. Replay
Memory is responsible for managing actions and state of system.
Bellman equation is used to update Q value:

Q (s, a)← (1− α)Q (s, a)+ α[r + γ max
a′

Q ′(s′, a′)] (3)

where α is learning rate; γ is discount factor; r is reward func-
tion; s and a signify state and action respectively. State includes
terminal devices (mobility, battery power, etc.) and the availabil-
ity of resources on the edge cloud.
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Fig. 3. The resource collaboration among vehicles.

Actions include whether to cache resources, whether to per-
form resource coordination, and so on. The ultimate goal of exe-
cuting caching tasks is to shorten delay of task execution. Com-
munication model of network shall be defined. According to
Shannon’s theorem, upstream data speed of system can be sig-
nified to be:

Rj = W log2 (1+
Pj · Hj

ω
) (4)

where W is the communication bandwidth of uplink; Pj is the
transmission power of terminal; Hj is the gain of channel from
user to base station; ω is the power of noise. As for local task
computing model, fj is the computing ability of each mobile
terminal CPU; Dj is the number of cycles of CPU.

Therefore, local task computing time can be got:

Tj =
Dj

fj
(5)

Finally, the total time of task execution can be got:

Ti,j =

{
Tj + εi,j Hit
Rj + Tj + εi,j Not hit

(6)

where εi,j is the correction used for the interference factor in-
curred in the process of task execution.

4.2. System model of resource collaboration

Considering the application in the field of assisted driving, in
order to ensure the safe communication between vehicles and
ensure the minimum reachable rate, the CA performs informa-
tion sharing and resource coordination, as shown in Fig. 3. D2D
communication can be used to shorten the delay of transmission,
increase speed of transmission and increase the devices carried
by cell. A problem of resource collaboration is that several D2D
users use multiple resources. Based on the premise of meeting
users’ demand, performance gain of users can be enhanced and
performance loss of cellular users can be decreased. Performance
loss of users can be reflected by the cost of reuse.

As for the resource collaboration in D2D network, the goal is
to maximize handling capacity of network and minimize cost of
reuse. Handling capacity of user’s device is:

Rd = W log2 (1+
Pd · Gd,d

σ 2 + Pu · Gu,d
) (7)

For the convenience of analysis, it is assumed that speed or
emission power before reuse is same as that after reuse. In this
way, performance loss is transformed to be speed loss of user.
Performance loss can be described to be:

Ld = W log2 (1+
P̃u · Gu,b

σ 2 )−W log2 (1+
Pu · Gu,b

σ 2 + Pd · Gd,b
) (8)

where Pd is user’s emission power in D2D; Pu is the emission
power of cellular user; P̃u is the generation power of cellular user
before reuse; σ 2 is the power of Gaussian noise. Gd,d is the gain of
link from D2D emission end to base station. Gu,d is the gain of link

Table 1
Parameter setting.
Parameters Values

Time duration 100
The num of available server 15
The num of random and MRU 10
The way of Random Randint (0, 10)
W , Pj,Hj, ω 2, 3, 4, 5
Dj, fj 6,20
εi, j Normal (1,0.5)
Cell link path loss 128+ 37 log10 (d/km)
D2D link path loss 148+ 40 log10 (d/km)
σ 2 60

from cell emission end to device receive end. Gd,b is the gain of
link from cell user to base station. And Gu,b is the gain of link from
cell to base station. Performance loss is the cost of multiplexing
resource of cellular users. Assuming that after devices multiplex
resource, the transmit power cannot change compared the before.
And then the performance loss is the rate loss. Signal interference
from the user device to the base station occurs after multiplexing
the resources.

The goal of resource collaboration in this paper is to guaran-
tee users’ experiencing in D2D communication and relieve the
communication and computing pressure at MEC.

5. Performance analysis

To reflect the cognition function of CA, its effectiveness after
introducing it into MEC will be verified and relevant simulation
experiments will be operated. In this paper, experiments in two
aspects will be carried out. In one aspect, we predict the behavior
pattern of users’ devices aiming at their mobility and then ex-
ecute relevant caching scheme to raise the hit rate of caching
and shorten the delay of task execution. In the other aspect,
D2D communication among device is verified. The collaboration
among computing resource, communication resource and caching
resource can increase the handling capacity of network, shorten
the delay of task execution and effectively relieve the burden of
MEC and the server of core network. The following assumption is
used in this paper for targeted experiment. Base station can sup-
ply enough communication resources to MEC, when CA requests
caching resource the delay of request will not be considered
and base station can supply enough communication resources to
users without waiting for allocation of resources. The detailed
experiment process is introduced below:

5.1. Experiment setup

Data in different types are used in this paper for the experi-
ment. To predict users’ behaviors, we use real dataset to get the
position of different users at different time. The dataset features
include longitude, latitude, height and timestamp. As for the type
of users’ service request and the quantity of services requested,
relevant experimental data can be got by simulation. It is note
that link path loss is the link gain referred above and D2D link
path loss is Gd,d. For details, please refer to Table 1.

5.2. The result of resource caching

As for the behavior track of users, the longitude, latitude
and height of positions are used in this paper for measurement.
Fig. 4(a) shows the users’ mobile trajectory we used in the ex-
periment, which is the point of a vehicle at different times. In
the experiment, we assume that CA has got the vehicle trajectory
point.
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Fig. 4. The results of resource caching.

To choose caching strategy, we compare three algorithms: the
caching based on prediction, random caching and the lately most
frequently-used (MRU) caching. The caching based on prediction
are realized by predict the business type from the give set. The
MRU caching is the quantity of resources requested by users in
the process of statistics task execution. In each round of choosing,
the lately most frequently-used caching will be chosen. As for
the quantity of predicted resources, we assume predicted caching
is all the resource predicted. Random caching and MRU cache
the 10 items of resource which meet requirements. In Fig. 4(b),
the caching hit rate based on prediction fluctuates around 80%.
Besides, it tends to be stable within 50 timestamps. The random
caching strategy fluctuates greatly around 60%. The fluctuation
amplitude of MRU algorithm is also large but its hit rate can
reach 100% sometimes. In analysis, the reason is that MEC offers
sufficient resources and the caching quantity for each user is not
limited. In this experiment, it is set to 10. In actual system, this
ideal cannot be achieved due to the limitation of the storage re-
source. As for the delay of task execution, the duration of caching
algorithm tasks is short while the delay of other two algorithms
is long. In above analyses by synthesis, the algorithm of CA for
prediction can raise the hit rate of caching and effectively shorten
delay, which shows that it is necessary to use agent.

5.3. The result of resource collaboration

For resource collaboration, experiments are conducted in
which multiple D2D users multiplex multiple cellular user re-
sources. Considering the hybrid network where both cellular
users and D2D users exist, D2D users can freely coordinate re-
sources, and the purpose of resource coordination is to maximize
the throughput of the whole network, and minimize the per-
formance loss caused by multiplexing. We mainly consider the
performance loss of the rate. As shown in Fig. 5, we get the change
curve of throughput and performance loss of the whole network
caused by the change of the transmit power of the user device
under different D2D users. It can be obtained from Fig. 5(a) that as
the number of D2D users increases, the throughput gradually in-
creases and is positively correlated with the transmission power
of the device. As can be seen from Fig. 5(b), as the number of
D2D users increases, the performance loss increases gradually. As
the number of user increases, the signal gain of the users to the
base station becomes large, and thus the performance loss also
becomes large. However, when the number of users is 15 and
20, the performance loss has not changed much. We can get the
resource system through CA to improve the throughput of the
whole network and reduce the transmission loss.

6. Conclusion

MEC supports distribution of cloud computing functions to the
edge of wireless access network, which permits users to execute

Fig. 5. The results of resource collaboration.

delay-sensitive and context-sensing applications nearby. At the
same time, the pressure of core network can be relieved. On
the basis, this paper puts forward emerging model of CA. Every
terminal equipment helps to execute resource caching task on
MEC and be responsible for the resource collaboration among dif-
ferent device. We propose to use the LSTM to predict the behavior
track and application request of terminal equipment. Based on
the result of prediction, task caching could be executed on the
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edge cloud of neighboring users. We have set the performance
evaluation indexes of resource caching, including hit rate and
delay of task execution. At the same time, we have set the indexes
of network handling capacity and energy consumption aiming
at the resource collaboration among different terminals. This is
the guide for making scheme in resource collaboration. Finally,
simulation experiment is operated to prove that CA can well
recognize and help terminal equipment execute resource caching
and collaboration and Qos and QoE are improved.

In the future, we need to consider the dynamic nature of
communication network and add more uncertain factors for ex-
periment. At the same time, it is necessary to deeply explore the
resource allocation and task unloading scheme on MEC. In this
way, the resource management system on MEC will have the
function of cognition and the network sensing can be strength-
ened. Last but not least, CA is responsible for storing all the data
of users. When collaborating resources, information can be shared
with other agents. We will consider to protect users’ privacy in
the future and guarantee the safety of users’ data [55].
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